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Collaboration Research Opportunity: Roswell Park Cancer Institute is seeking partners to help co-develop the use of   

intravital microscopy as a tool. 

 

Summary:  Microscopic features of human tumors have only ever been measured with simple snapshots in time.   

Tumors are usually either biopsied or removed and pathologic evaluation includes fixing the specimen and then  

performing either stains or other types of analysis that cannot measure any dynamic features. 

Intravital microscopy is a tool used in preclinical animal experiments to microscopically observe tissue in real time. 

Intravital microscopy has only been performed in preclinical animal experiments.  Tumors grown in animals may be  

observed using intravital microscopy to determine such things as blood vessel characteristics, blood flow features,  

tumor structure, immune cell and tumor interactions, and drug delivery.  These observations are performed of dynamic  

processes which are then video recorded and electronically stored for further analysis.  The use of intravital microscopy  

has offered researchers a method of measuring dynamic interactions that are not possible with simple snapshots over  

time. 

There is no current equipment or study that has been published or presented regarding human intravital microscopy. 

 

Technology:   Researchers at Roswell Park Cancer Institute have created the first intravital microscope for human use  

during surgical removal of tumors.  The initial clinical trial has confirmed that the designed intravital microscope is fully  

functional and can obtain dynamic data that has never been quantified previously.   

 

The microscope (see figure below) is constructed into a cantilever configuration with an arm that extends over the  

patient and is stabilized by ~800 lbs. of a granite base.  The cantilever is adjustable and portions are motorized for fine  

control of movement (x + y) directions with a manual control over focus (z).  The microscope will be covered with a  

standard sterile drape typically used for fluoroscopic C-arms. The only exposed area will be the microscopic objective  

which is sterile and will be placed at the time of surgery. This microscopic objective will come into close proximity with  

the tumor tissue for microscopic observation. The fine controls of horizontal and vertical movement are mechanized for  

ease of use. Once the microscopic objective is in proper position, the epifluorescent light source will be turned on and  

digital video recording will commence. All video images are captured to a hard drive in a PC directly attached to the  

microscope.  All data is backed up on a password-protected hard drive. 

 

During the course of standard surgery to remove a cancerous tumor, while the patient is under anesthesia access to the  

tumor tissue is performed surgically either by raising a skin flap or accessing the cavity in which the tumor is growing  

(e.g. thorax, abdomen, pelvis, etc.). This reliable and easily-performed method has been demonstrated in the laboratory  

to interrogate tumor vasculature in the mouse without the need for window chambers. 

 

The use of the human intravital microscope is anticipated to revolutionize the way cancer treatment decisions and  

prognostic information is obtained. 
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Potential Commercial Applications: 
 Use of this microscope can allow for the live characterization of human tumors to predict outcomes, direct 

subsequent therapies, and determine host-tumor interactions in vivo to improve outcomes. 

 This microscope can also be used to help evaluate cellular immunotherapy and host-tumor cell interactions in 

cancer. 

 All applications using this device (including any reagents developed for the purposes of being used with this 

microscope) are potentially patentable as none currently exist. 

Competitive Advantages: 
 The microscope is configured to allow for the visualization of human tumors in situ at a magnification of 100x, in 

real-time and generate dynamic data that has never been collected clinically.  
 There are no current methods to obtain microscopic visualization of dynamic processes at this level of 

magnification in humans. 
 The use and observation of this instrument takes place during the course of standard surgery and is not 

anticipated to delay or lengthen the duration of any procedure. 
 
Development Status: Patent Status:    US Provisional 61/988,626 (May 5, 2014) 

Inventor:  Joseph Skitzki, MD  
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